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2 . Hypetlmli and Research Da sign s

At object of tills work Is to evaluate as 

prec isely as possible the prof io iency in EagllA 

of tiie first year Arts undergraduates of solapur 

Beg ion. Hi ere Is a general feeling that the first 

year Arts undergraduates these days are very 

defiolont in their knowledge of English* One 

often hear renarks like 'they are incapable of 

writing a single oorreet sentence in English *•

This charge is dearly vague and does not tell 

us anything precisely about either their 

deficiencies or their strengths*

The hypothesis of this investigation was 

that the firs* year Arts undergraduates of solapur 

region largely fall to attain the standards that 

they are expected to attain* Ih order to test 

this hypothesis the following research design 

was evolved*

2.1 Design

A test of attalnnents of the first year Arts

undergraduate of solapur region sas planned to be
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as comprehensive as possible covering the Important 

aspects of language ability. It sas decided to 

test the size of vocabulary» striae tores, Beading 

comprehension and pronunciation Including stress, 

weak forms and intonation. !he test evolved dins 

was designed to assess their overall language 

ability, fte present investigation mas expected 

to provide a rongi estimate of the first year Arts 

undergraduates of sola pur region and their language 

equipment.

An elaborate battery of tests comprising 

iteas to test a large part of the prescribed 

vocabulary and certain proven ltens for testing 

the overall language ability mas constructed. Hie 

test mas administered to a sizeable, stratified 

representative sample of the firm* year Arts 

undergraduates of solapur region of shivajl 

University of the year 1992. Hie findings of the

investigation are reported in this work.
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2.2 Methodology

Both for writ ton and spoken SngUdi the toot 

van designed to evaluate language skills of hie 

students, the vocabulary test nas designed to 

tost mainly active vocabulary and the Iteas such 

as fill la the blanks and Multiple choice were 

given* For testing grauuatieal structures Iteus 

set were supposed to test the areas of granuar 

such as question forns> tag questions* tense forms* 

use of far epos it ions and nodal auxiliaries etc. lh 

the reading comprehension tea* a passage was given 

and questions were asked on the basis of shat is 

stated or inplled in the passage* To test the 

over-all language ability of the students a passage 

was given for close test in ehich twenty blanks 

were hi pt.

For spoken English test* the iteus were given 

to test sound discrimination* word stress* weak 

forms* and intonation* For the sound discrimination* 

twenty pairs of words were given and the students

were asked to read the pairs of words aloud
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Ibis mi to see if they coaid n&ke sound 

dlacr Initiation between two words recognlzlng/uslng 

correct vowels as well as consonant sounds* In the 

word stress test* thirty words were given for load 

reading. To test the weak foras ten sentences were 

given and they were asked to read then aloud* And 

In the Intonation test twenty sentences were given 

for reading alond so that their use of tones would 

be tested•

2 .3 Testing Language Prof to lencv t

The proficiency test thus designed aeasures 

diat students have learned and its a in usually is 

to deternine whether the ability displayed by the 

testees in the tent corresponds to specific language 

requireaents • '8ie test has pre-deterained set of 

the following categories with the weightage in 

terns of narks shown against then*
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Sr .No. Category Murks.

1) The use of vocabulary iteas o e 20

2) The use of structural coaponents • e 20

3) Reading coaprehenslon e • 10

4) Close test • • 20

S) Sound diser initiation .. e e 20

e) word stress e e 30

7) Sentenees for veak foras • e 10

8) Sentences for Intonation e e 20

Total .. 150

Out of 150 ltoas alaost all fee iteas are of 

aultlple choice type designed to elicit specific 

responses froa the students* ha all (lOO) hundred 

F.T.B.A. students froa So la pur region of Shlvajl 

University took the test*

2*4 Subjects and procedure t
•■■■MnMHMMMaWaWMHHMHMMMMMWMIl

The test was ad a in Is ter ed to the first year 

Arts undergraduates of so la pur region of shlvajl 

Uhlverslty. Ten oolleges were selected to cover
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the total district and the teat aaa given to the 

randomly selected ten students from each of the 

following colleges s-

Sr.No. Name of the College

1. Shrl .Sant Dana j 1 Mhhavldyalaya, Manga Iwedha,

2. Sangola College, Sangola.

3* f&ndharpnr college• Pandhar pur .

4. Shankarrao Mob its Mhbavldyalaya, Aklnj

5. D.B.F.Dayanand College of Arts & Science, 
so la pur.

6. Chhatrapatl Shivaji Night College, So la pur .

7. Deahbhakt Sambhajl Garad lAhavldyalaya, W*ol.

8. Arts and Commerce College, Mhdba.

9. Shrlnan Bhausaheb gadbuke Kfehav idyalaya,
Barah 1.

10. Tashwantrao Chavan College, Karma la.

Hie written test of forty five minutes 

duration was administered at different times from 

October i99i to February 1992 and from the above 

mentioned ten colleges hundred samples were 

collected. At the same time, simultaneously

spoken test samples were also recorded.
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It will be noticed that out of 16 Arts 

Colleges fro* die so la pur district as nany as 10 

colleges have been represented in oar sa*ple • The 

scatter of these colleges over die geografii ioal 

area is shown in die figure No.l.

So la pur District with colleges plotted.
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thus it is clear that our sample satisfies 

the major conditions for being considered as- a 

stratified rando* sample representative of the 

student population l.e* the solapur district

P .Y .B .4 • students*



Ihe results obtained on the basis of the

test could be used for Baking general stateaents 

regarding the language ability of the first year 

Arts undergraduates of so la pur region as a whole.

Results And Discussion of Writing Skills *-

Vocabulary s

Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of 

Current English by A • S. Hornby defines vocabulary 

* as a total number of words which sake up to a 

language words known to, or used by a person in a
9

trade* profession etc. " New Webster's Dictionary 

of tile English language defines vocabulary "as the 

stock or words used by a people* or by a particular 

class or person* a list or collection of the words 

of a language* book* author branch of science or 

like usually in alfhabetical order and defined the 

words of a language a word-book glossary* dictionary 

or lexicon* the sum or scope of one's expressive 

techniques as in the arts1.0"
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While selecting the item for the students 

at B.A.I level, it is believed that the words from 

the General service List are supposed to have been 

covered by the students* Ih this test What is aimed 

at is to assess their ability to recognize the 

meaning of the words in meaningful contexts; Most 

of these words are in ’General Service List' that 

is a head wordt and all its most frequent oonnotatlve 

aeanlngs*

Vocabulary test -- Section — I (a)

In this section he item consists of an 

incomplete sentence* Below the sentence are 3 

choices. And the students were ashed to find the 

one choice Milch best completes the sentence and 

marks the answer with a tiok aark.

lhe following is the list of correct answers t-

i* recognize* 2. steep* 3. vary*

4* agony 5* frantically 6. deceptive*

7. scatter* 8. impressive* ®. accommodate*

10.management.
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Itf HQ. 1

Choices

IttH No. 2

Choicer

IteiNo. 3

Choices

ItM NO. 4

Choices

Iten No, 5

Choices

i I was able to-------------my friend

though I net hIn after many years.

s (a) see (b) recognize* <c) reach* 

is answered correctly by 42$ students.

s Ihe sides of the noun tain are very

------------ and therefore difficult

to clliib.

3 (a) steep (b) plain (c) reach

is answered correctly by Sf% students.

3 Prices ------- - from shop to shop

in tills city.

s (a) rise (b) fall (o) vary

is answered correctly by 23% students.

3 He could not bear the--------- of

separation.

: (a) agony (b) happiness (c) honesty

is answered correctly by 29% students.

3 lhe drowning nan was------- shouting

for help.

s (aj anxiously (b) frantically 

(c) honesty,

is answered correctly by 40$ students.
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Itea Wo. 6 * Don*t go by looks, appearances

are often —-----

Choices * (a) deceptive (b) lovely 

(c) Interesting.

Is answered correctly by 43$ students.

Itea Mo. T t the police had to fire several tear 

gas shells to  ----- —- the aob.

Choices % (a) attract (b) collect (c) scatter

is answered correctly by 52% students.

Itea No. 8 t He Is a good writer and a very--------

speaker.

Choices s (a) impressive (b) talkative 

(c) regular.

Is answered correctly by 73£ students.

Itea Ho. 9 t Sie examination hall can easily -------

ten aore candidates.

Choices s (a) arrange (b) aoconnodate 

(c) coufora

Is answered correctly by tQ% students.

Itea No. 10 s What this Departaental store needs 

is a stronger -----------

Cholces 8 (a) stock (b) resolution (c) management 

is answered correctly by 59£ students.
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Item-wise marks

Item Nos. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Answered
correctly 42 57 23 29 40 43

(out of nOO)
52 73 18 59

The chart shows that the highest number of students 

find the item No.8 the easiest as it is answered correctly 

by 73% students and Item No.9, the most difficult as it 

is answered correctly by only 18% students, similarly* 

Items No.3 4c 4 were difficult to answer as these were 

answered correctly by 23% and 29% students respectively. 

Item Nos. 1*5 and 6 were neither difficult nor easy for 

the students as these were answered correctly by 42%,

40% and 43% respectively. Items No.2* 7 and lO were 

rather easy for them as these were answered correctly 

by 57%, 52% and 59% respectively. It will be seen from 

the chart that the word 'accommodate' is quite difficult 

for the students and the same case is with words such as 

'vary* and 'agony*, file average students have the 

knowledge of the words like 'recognize** 'frantically*, 

'deceptive* and it is seen from the result sheet that 

the words like 'steep** 'scatter *» 'impressive * and

'management* are quite familiar to them
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Vocabulary Test Result into 3 subgroups

Upper Group 
(above - 50)

Kiddle Group
( 40 to 50)

t------------------- -

73 43 ; 29

59 43 i 23

57 40 i 23

52 — i
> ____

40$ 30$ | 30$

i<o*er Group 
(below 40)

It will be seen from the above division that 

40$ students are in the upper group, 30$ in the 

uiddle group and 30$ in the lower group. Ibis 

shows that 60$ students are in the middle and 

lower group.

Vocabulary Teat Sect ion-I (b)

hi the second section of ten items in each 

sentence of this section the word is underlined. 

Below each sentence are 3 choices. Hie students 

were asked to choose the one which would be a 

substitute for the underlined word.
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Ihe following is the list of correct answers.

11 Notice* 12 Mike known* 13. tent, 14. Sad*

15. Courage* 16. hare a strong wish* IT. complain*

16. Copy tie behaviour of, 19. tired* 20.entertainvent.
♦

Itew No. ii t She noted that his hands were dirty. 

Choices : (a) notice (b) write down (c) hate

1s answered correctly by 55% students.

Item No. 12

Choices

Item No. 13

Ch o ices 

Item No. 14

Choices

Item No. 15

Choices

t Use doctor did not reveal to her his 

hopeless condition.

: (a) make known (b) display (c) show. 

is answered correctly by 24% students*

: I wish there to be no misunderstanding 

on his matter•

* is,) argue (b) say (c ) want.

: Bon*t look on the dark side of things

: (a ) black (b) sad (c) unclear

Is answered correctly by 22% students*

s He is a man of great enterpr lse

t (a) courage (b) understanding 

(c) honesty

is answered correctly by 45% students*
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Item No. 16 t Ve are all dr lac for a drink.

Choices 2 (a) free one weak (b) cone to the

end of life (c) have a strong wish.

is answered correctly by 2i$ students.

Item No. 17 t Fie crumbled at the low salary offered

to h in.

Choices 2 {a) complain (b) make a sound

(c) refuse.

is answered correctly by 30$ students.

Item No. 18 : Ton should ^mitate creat men

Choices 2 (a) deceive <b) copy the behaviour of

(o) mimic

is answered correctly by 55$ students.

Item No. 19 2 At the end of the game the players

were exhausted.

Choices 2 (a) cheered (b) honoured <c ) tired

is answered correctly by 55$ students.

Item No. 20 2 Bill couldn*t hide his amusement at

his follieh?; mistakes.

Choices 2 (a) anger (b) entertainment

(c) happiness.

is answered correctly by 31$ students.
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Item-wise Mark*

Item Nos. 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Answered 
correctly 
(out of 100)

55 24 55 22 45 21 30 55 55 31

The result sheet shoes that the students found itea Nos.12, 

14, 16, 17 and 20 difficult. Itea Nos. 11, 13, 15, 18, 

and 19 were rather easy for thee. It will be seen from 

the above result sheet that most of the students could 

not substitute ‘reveal • by ‘make known* 'dark* by 'sad* 

'dying* by tiave a strong wish' 'grumbled' by 'complain' 

amusement* by 'entertainment * in the contexts psvided.

On the contrary, diey had no difficulty in identifying 

the substitutes for noted by 'notice', wish by 'want' 

enterprise by’courage,' imitate by'copy the behaviour of' 

and exhausted by'tired!

Vocabulary Te3t Result into 3 sub-groups.

Upper Group 
(above 50)

Middle Group 
( 40 to 50 )

Lower Group 
(below 40)

55 45 31

55 — 30

55 — 24

55 22

21
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lb this result sheet the students are grouped into 

three groups namely (l) upper group (2) Middle group 

and (3) Lower Group. It will be noticed fro* the 

chart feat 40% students are in the upper group, 10% 

in the middle group and 50% in die lower group. Again 

the majority of the students are placed in die lower 

group.

2.5.2 structure

It is believed that by the tine tie students cone 

to B.A.I, they would have learnt all the essential 

structures of English. lisnon and Patel (1957) suggest 

that the essential structures of English rfiould be 

taugit within die first four years. In 1964, A.B* 

Subramanlan claimed that experienced teachers found 

it possible to teach the essential structures of 

English in the first four years of English •

m the seminar on text books held at the central 

Institute of Englldi and foreign languages. Hydrabad 

in December 1972, George proposed that, "lhe essential 

principles of English sentence structure should be

taught alongwlth die first thousand to fifteen hundred
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(i000 to 1500) words selected for the teaching.

B.A. I Students have studied English for eight 

years. And it Is taken for granted that they have 

mastered all the essential structures of English . 

fhat is ^hy, *1U selecting the items these ls«.tto 

restriction of the limited structures.

In this structure test twenty items were 

selected. Each problem in this section consists of 

an incomplete sentence. rihree words marked A.B.C. 

were given beneath the sentence and the students were 

asked to choose the one word that best completes the 

sentence. The items set are supposed to have hie 

following areas of grammar* question form, tag 

questions* tense forms* use of prepositions* atodql 

auxiliaries etc.

Ihe correct answer** are as follows 

21. have* 22. since* 23. hasn*t she* 24. will*

25. had known* 26. speak* 27. do* 28. could* 29. ever* 

30. theirs* 31 . as higb to* 32. do you* 33. for*

34. their* 35* to* 36. would have* 37. he is doing* 

38. to sleep* 39. anything* 40. if I will be late
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Iten Wo. 21 * ----------- jr«i evw been to M&dras f

choices s (a) war* (b) did <c)have

Is answered oorreotly by 58% students.

lies Wo. 32 s 1st** go to fee clnewa. I haven’t 

seen a filn — 1380.

Cfaoioes t (a) for (b) sines (o) till

Is answered oorreotly by 52% students.

lien Wo. 23 i she has lovely eyes, ——- ?

Choices I (a) Isn’t it (b) doesn’t it 

(e) hasn’t fee.

is anssered oorreotly by T4% students.

live Mo. 24 i unless yon work bard* yon —— not 

pass the examination.

Choices t (a) will (b) should (c) shall.

is answered correctly by 47% students.

Itew Wo. 25 i ft I —about hie test I would have 

comb prepared.

Choices i (a) have known (b) had known 

(o) was knowing

is answered correctly by 42% students.

item No. 30 t Does your mother —- English ?

Choices t (a) speak (b) speaks (c) spoken.

is answered correctly by 48% students.
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Item No* 27 : How many novels —---- yon read a aonth ?

Choices * (a) have (b) are (c) do

Is answered correctly by 18% students.

Item Ho. 28 i ffien I was young 1  ----dance very well.

Choices t (a) could (b) should (c) can

Is answered correctly by 45% students.

Jtea Ho. 29 : can't you ------— understand tdjat has

boon said.

Choloos : (a) never (b) rather (c) ever

is answered correctly by 34% students.

Item No. 30 : It's not our ball. It autst be ---------

Choices s (a) their (h) theirs (c) there

is answered correctly by 29% students.

lien No. 31 : Jh Nagpur the temperature raises ~—-

- in mRt.er .

Choi-ccs : (a ) as h i[h as /b) so h i<$\ as 

(c ) as h ish to

Is answered correctly by 37% students.

Itea No. 32 : You don't know this lesson properly, -— 7

Choices i s (a) isn't it (b) do you (c) haven't you 

is answered covrectly bn 70% students.

Item No. 33 j IT© was not qualified -—— the job.

Choices s (a) to (b) for (c) in

Is answered correctly by 50% students.
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Itea Ho. 34 t Hie crowd rushed forward to hare a 

gllapse of -------------  leader.

Choices t (a) their (b) Its (c) his.

Is answered correctly by 61* students.

Its* Wo. 38 s Bid la Is committed ——— the policy 

of non-all^aent.

Choices s (a) to (b) for (c) with

Is answered correctly by 23% students.

Itea No. 36 * If I had the oholce* I-----------stayed

on.

Choices : (a) had (b) had had (c) would have

Is answered correctly by 70% students.

Itea No. 37 * l asked hla diat ———

Choices s H[a) he has done (b) he is doing 

(c) he had done.

is answered correctly by 36% students.

Itea Ho. 38 * He took liking---- - the *hole day.

Choices 2 (a) to sleep (b) to have slept 

(c) to sleeping.

Is answered correctly by 66% students. 

Itea No. 30 i He eouldn*t see — as it was very dark. 

Choices t (a) anything (b) nothing (c) none. 

Is answered correctly by 53% students
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Itw No. 40 * ------- - tfen't wait for we*

Choicer s (a) If I shall he late
(b) If I will be late
(c) If I aw late.

is answered correctly by 31% students •

Item-wise aarks*

Item Nos. 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Answered
Correctly 
(out of
100)

58 52 74 47 42 48 18 45 34 29

Itew Nos. 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Answered
correctly 
(out of
100)

37 70 50 61 23 70 36 66 53 31

The result sheet shows that the wnwiwuw and ninianw 

narks obtained were 74% and 18% res pec t Ire ly.

Structure Test Besults into 3 sub-groups.

Opper group 
(above 60%)

Middle group 
(between 45 to 60)

lower group 
(below 45)

74 58 42

70 53 37

70 52 36

66 50 34

61 48 31

— 47 29

45 23
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25% students belong to the *Upper Group*,

35% students to the *Ulddle Group* and 40% students 

to the ’Lower Group*, lhis weans 75% students belong to w 

the nlddle and lower groups and only 25% students are 

in the upper group. Froe these figures, we way 

conclude that the students encounter pr Ob lens in the 

use of structures.

It is notioed that the tag question fore is 

easier for the students. Ihere are two tag question 

fores in the structure test items and these are 

answered correctly by ?4% and T0% students 

respectively.

It is seen hi at die question fores are 

difficult for the students. Ihere are two basic 

auxiliary tense fores and these are answered 

correctly by 56% and 18% students respectively.

}% *• f#"* **”“ »• '°dal ■‘““‘“Jr que.tlon 

fores are neither easy nor difficult for die students, 

they are answered correotly by 47% and 45% students 

respectively.
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There are three questions on the use of 

prepositions. They are answered correctly by 52%, 

50% and 23% students. Hie use of prepositions ie 

found to be someshat difficult for the students.

The students found the use of reflexive 

pronouns soseihat difficult. There are two ltewe 

used in the structure test, fltey are answered 

correctly by 29% and 61 %» students.

The result indicates the use of degree is also 

soae*iat difficult for the students. There are two 

item In the structure test. They are answered 

correctly by 67% and 37% students. To conclude* we 

can say that die following iteas were quite easy for 

the students. Itea No*. 23* 32* 34* 36* 38. ttiese 

were answered correctly by 14% students* 10%, 41%, 

10%, 46% respectively. On the contrary* the 

following iteas were difficult for the students.

Itea Nos. 27, 29, 30, 35* 37 and 40. These were 

answered correctly by 18%, 34%, 29%, 23%,36%, 6 31% 

students respectively.
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2.5*3 Reading comprehension :

No two persons agree on the definition of 

"reading cow prehens ion" . cowprehenslon Is a construct 

i.e. it cannot be directly observed or Measured. Each 

one conveniently defines it according to shat is nost 

suitable to bin.

It 1st for our purpose* defined as a couplete 

Interactive and intellectual prooess involving a 

nuaber of abilities. Ihe two aajor abilities Involved 

are *word Meanings* and *verbal reasoning* without 

these two, there would be no reading cowprehenslon 

and subsequently without any reading cowprehenslon 

there would be no reading.

t
Perhaps* it is not Irrelevant to quote
T\

Ihorndike here. He observed that "reading 

(coapreben8ion) is a very elaborate procedure* 

involving a welgilng of each of aany elements la a 

sentence* heir organisation in he proper relation 

one to another and the co-operation of aany forces to 

determine final response". Today* investigators are

still exploring reading cowprehenslon in atteapts to
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understand it better and throng die years nany hare 

expounded upon Thorndike's theory.

"Psycholinguistlos and cognitive psychology 

hare influenced researches done on die process of 

understanding the studiesv however, are neither 

conclusire nor comprehensive. It is not easy to say 

that if a reader were to follow certain prescribed 

rulesy s/he would nost assuredly hare better 

comprehension. What is erldent from these researches 

is die growing attention giren to text structure and 

reader.»

m this reading comprehension test a passage of 

about 110 words was giren shlch runs into 10 lines 

and has neatly 9 difficult words. There is one 

difficult word after every 12 words. Hie students 

were asked to read the passage carefully and answer 

all the questions following die passage on the basis 

of what is stated or implied in the passage. Tea 

questions were framed on the basis of the passage. 

Each item is followed by three choices marked (a),

(b)y (c) and the students were asked to mark the

correct oh olee
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Baa sage for Read lag comprehension 

Do yon ever think of the rivers of India ?

They are our greatest natural assets. Aren't there 

hundreds of them watering our land and waking it green 

and fertile ? Aren't they natural highways linking the 

towns witt the villages ? And isn't they great beauty 

in the* ? there is such variety too. there are 

navigable rivers especially in Bengal and Kerala, 

there are raging torrents ttlch leap fro* the vountalns 

down to the deep gorges, there are huge rivers ttlch 

soaetiaes hurst their banks and flood the side. And 

in tribute to their strength and beauty. We have 

always held the* sacred. To love India Is to love 

her rivers* big and saall.

Itea-wlse Mirks.

Ite* Noe. 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

Answered
correctly 72 64 95 60 52 67 37 19 36 35
(out of 
100)

Result sheet of the reading comprehension test

shows that oaxiaua 95% and alniau* 19% nark* were
%

obtained
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Hie following are the correct answers given below. 

41. Indla's river* 42. hundreds of, 43. Bengal and 

Kerala, 44. Mostly useful but sowetines harnful,

45. respected greatly, 46. anything valuable*

4?. diere ships and boats can sail*

48. an opening between hills, 40. branch of a river, 

50. sons thing considered as religious.

Iten No. 41 i Which of the following titles suit 

the passage best ?

Choices 3 (a) Rivers and their uses

(b) Rivers and their dangers,

(o) India's rivers,

is correctly answered by 72% students*

Iten No. 42 t there are —------- rivers In hid la 7

Choices s (a) only a few (b) indefinite nunber of 

(c) hundreds of

is answered correctly by 64% students*

Iten Ho* 43 t Rivers in shloh ships can sail are

uostly in —------

Choices t (a) Bengal only

(b) Kerala only

(c) Bengal and Kerala

is answered correctly by 95% students*
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I tea Wo. 44 i Rivers in Bid la are---- ——

Choices : (a) bar a less and useful

(b) aoetly useful but soaetiaes harmful,

(c) aoetly harmful but soaetiaes usefnl. 

Is answered correctly by 60% students.

I tea No. 45 : Indian rivers are ---------

Cbolees ; (a) always flooded

(b) respected greatly,

(c) loved but not respected,

is answered correctly by 52% students.

lien No. 46 * Choose the best explanation according 

to the context 7

•Assets'*
Choices : (a) anything agreeable

(b) anything valuable 

(e) anything desirable, 

is answered correctly by 67% students.

Itea Ho. 47 s *Navigable '

Choose t (a) shore ships and boats can sail,

(b) where ships and boats can be 
properly guided,

(c) where ships and boats can be 
in danger

is answered correctly by 37% students.

A
1JP.T9
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Item Wo. 48 s 'George*

Choices 3 (a) an opening between hills,

(b) a most beautiful hill side,

(c) waterfalls fromhl^t mountains,

is answered correctly by 19% students*

Itea No. 49 : ’Tribute*

Choices : (a) branch of a river,

(b) payment extracted from another 
government,

(c) something done to show admiration 

is answered correctly by 30% students.

Item No* SO 3 'sacred ♦

Choices 3 (a) something not to he shared with
others,

(b) something considered as religious,

(c) something that is most loveable, 

is answered correctly by 35% students*

Reading comprehension result sheet shows that 

out of ten items students found four the easiest and

four difficult
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Heading comprehension Test Results
•MWMMMlIiaHMMMMMMlMMMmMiMMMMaaHMMMMW

into three sub-groups.

Upper Group 
(above 80)

Middle Group 
( 40 to 60)

Lower Group 
(below 40)

®5 60 37

72 52 36

67 — 35

64 — 19

40% 20% 40%

40% students be lone to upper group and 20% 

to the alddle group and 40% to the lower group. In 

general, the students found the test rattier easy. 

This eight be because of the help of the passage. 

Students answered the questions based on the passage 

correctly. The vocabulary used in this passage is 

staple for the students and it is related to the 

geografh ieal terns. Only one word *gorge* which 

neans an opening between hills Is unknown to the 

students. Out of hundred (lOO) students just 19%

have answered it correctly.



We may conclude from the above analysis that the 

Beading comprehension Test is neither easy nor 

difficult for the students* However, considering the 

level of learning the students were expected to do 

better.

2 .5 .4 Cloze Test

In the cloze test portions of a written passage 

are blanked out and the student is asked to provide 

the alsslng words or words. The cloze technique is 

beooning popular and useful as an overall language 

proficiency test as well as a reading comprehension

(Darnell 1968, Anderson 1971, Jongsma 1971, 

Oiler 1972, Robinson 1972)

l'1#Ihe tern 'cloze* was first used by Taylor 

(1953) to refer to a type or test originally designed 

to measure the readability of a passage of prose. Ihe 

procedure was to select a reading passage and delete 

every 7tfe word in it and replace it with a blank 

space. Ihe students were required to complete the 

passage by filling in the blanks with suitable words.

— 44 —

Ihe average scores over a large group of students
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obtained in this test were need to aeasure the

readability or suitability of the passage for reading

at a given level. "The tern 'clone* nss need with the

notion of Gestalt's'Closure * in nind referring to thec

natural hnnan Psychological tendancy to fill in the 

gaps in patterns. Initially the cloze procedure cane 

to be adopted as a tool for aeasurlng the reading 

conprehenslon of native students. How it is being used 

to aeasure not only conprehenslon but overall language 

ability also in the case of second language. Hi is is 

due to new inter fur stations of the rational behind 

cloze procedure. To decode the aessage cloze procedure 

requires the leader to construct the nut 11ated language 

pattern by aiding the nost likely re place sent in the 

light of his language systen and the graaaatieal and 

eenantic cues that are available^Anderson 1971 )

From the discussions above it would appear 

that the ctorx technique holes great promise for 

testing overall language ability including perhaps the

size of vocabulary. For using the cloze technique to

assess the size of students vocabulary it would be
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necessary to develop batteries of close tests 

appropriate for different levels*

lhe correct answers of the test given are as

follows 1-

1 • It, 2. out 3* Inside 4. a

5. a 6* twelve 7. wonan *s 8. and

9. station 10.sergeant 11• sergeant 12. and

13. the, 14*ae, 15. dinner 16. nine,

IT. a 18. be 19. wonan *s 20. not.

Ihssase for close test

Bead the following passage carefully and fill la die 

blanks with appropriate word* Do not fill sore than 

one word In each blank*

Hi lie I was walking along the road, the other 

day I happened to notice a snail brown leather parse

lying on the paveaent. I picked It np and opened —----

to see if I could find -—----the owner *s naue* fhere

was nothing ——— It except some snail change and

----- ---- - rather old (hotograph a pic tare of ———-

wonan and a young girl about —-------years old, Who

looked like the ----------- daughter. I put die

photografh back ——----- took the puurse to the police
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—------------ where I handed it to the -— in charge.

Before I left the —----- wade a note of uy nave ——

address in case the owner of —-------parse wanted to

write and thank----------

Hi at evening I went to have ----------with an

ancle and aunt of —----- they had also invited

another person, -—-------young woaan, so that there

would ----------four people at table, Ihe young -- -------

face was faaillar» but I could -------- - reneaber

where 1 had seen it.

Itoa-wise Mirks.

Iten Nos. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Answered
correctly 
(out of
100)

42 10 28 S 48 28 14 31 36 11

Iten Nos. 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Answered
correctly 
(out of
100)

18 «7 44 27 02 05 22 32 39 73

fhe above result rihect shows that aaatlaun narks

obtained were 73£ and nininua 2%
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Itii No. 1 s Blank word ‘It* la fIliad correctly 
by 42% students.

I ten Wo. 2 t Blank word ’out* is filled correctly 
by 10% students.

Iten No. 3 i Blank word 'inside* is filled correctly 
by 28% students.

Iten No. 4 : Blank word *a* is filled correctly 
by 5% students.

Iten No. 5 * Blank word *a* is filled correctly 
by 48% students.

Iten Mo. 6 s Blank word 'twelve* is filled correctly 
by 28% students.

Iten No. 7 t Blank word 'wonan's* is filled 
correctly by 14% students.

Iten No. 8 t Blank word 'and* is filled correctly 
by 31% students.

Iten No. 9 t Blank word 'station* is filled correctly 
by 36% students.

Iten Wo.10 : Blank word 'sergeant* Is filled correctly 
by 36% students.

Iten No.11 : Blank word 'sergeant* is filled correctly 
by 18% students.
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Itea No. 12 s Blank word 'and* is filled correctly 

by 37% students*

Itea No* 13 i Blank word •the* is filled correctly 

by 445t students.

I tea No. 14 i Blank word *ne * is filled correctly 

by 27% students*

Itea Mo. IB 8 Blank word ‘dinner' 4s filled correctly 

by 2% students*

Itea Wo* id s Blank word *alne‘ Is filled correctly 

by 5% students.

Itea No* 17 8 Blank word »a» is filled oorreetly 

by 22% students*

Itea Mo* 18 8 Blank word ‘be* is filled correctly 

by 32% students*

Itea No* 19 s Blank word ‘woaan's* Is filled 

correctly by 32% students*

Itea No. 20 8 Blank word 'not* is filled oorreotly 

by 73% students*

Close Test Result into three sub-groups

Upper Group Middle Group Lower Group
(above 50) (35 to 50) (below 35)

73 48 32

57 44 31
wmm* 42 28
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Upper Group Middle Group Lower Group

— 3» 28

36 2T

— — 22
— 18

— — 14
— — 11
— — 10
— — 05
— — 05

— — mm 02

10% 25% 65%

It will be sees froa the above analysis that 

10% students belong to the upper group* 25% students 

to the uiddle group and 65% students to the lover 

group, ihe cloze test technique is soaeshat new to 

the students. To the majority of the students it 

was difficult one and majority of the students failed 

in the cloze test. They failed in producing a 

contextually meaningful word, ihe olo*e test passage
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la six pie one but it Is noticed that out of 100 

(hundred) students 35 haven»t attempted this close 

test, They filled op the blanks rand only* without 

paying mA attention to the contextual waning.

Of all the total written tests this cloze test is 

somewhat new and difficult for the students.

O^-O-O-O-C'O-O'O-O


